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Abstract
It is shown that topdown tree transducers are as powerful as sharingfree treeto
graphtotree transducers as far as the computation of functions is considered whose
codomain is a semiring
 Introduction
The present paper continues the study of transducible functions see  by
Engelfriet and the author	 A possibly partial function f between algebras
A and B is said to be Ctransducible for some class C of tree transductions if
there is a transduction   C between the sets T
A
and T
B
of terms over A and
B such that fval
A
t 
 val
B
 t for all t  T
A
	 Here val
A
t denotes the
value of the term t in A	 Intuitively one can say  computes f symbolically
on the level of terms	

In the literature some notions related to transducibility can be found	
These are the compatible functions by Habel Kreowski and Vogler  the
inductively computable evaluations by Courcelle and Mosbah  the tree au
tomata with cost functions by Seidl  and the integer subgraph mappings by
Wanke 	 All these notions except perhaps the last one which is a bit
dierent compare quite directly to Ctransducibility where C is a xed class
of topdown tree transductions for each of these approaches	
Clearly whether a function is transducible depends on the power of the
tree transductions used as well as on the power of operations in the considered
algebras	 Therefore one of the main questions in this area lies in the com
parison of C and C

transducibility for dierent classes of tree transductions

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with respect to particular classes of algebras A and B	 In this paper a rst
attempt in this direction is made	 The author hopes that such comparisons
will provide some insight into the dependencies between the algebras A and
B and the class of tree transductions used	
Among the most fruitful situations that t into the framework of trans
ducibility is the case where A is a graph or hypergraph algebra with operations
dened by means of hyperedge replacement B is a semiring like N with ad
dition and multiplication and C is the class of topdown and bottomup tree
transductions see Engelfriet 	 However these classes of tree transduc
tions are not very powerful	 In  Engelfriet and Vogler introduced a more
powerful model the socalled treetographtotree transducers tgt transduc
ers for short	 These work like topdown tree transducers but construct their
output trees as jungles possibly involving sharing by means of hyperedge
replacement	 The present work shows that the dierence between the compu
tational power of tgt transducers without sharing and topdownbottomup
tree transducers vanishes if one is only interested in the transducibility of func
tions whose codomain B is a semiring	 In this case the expressiveness of the
operations in B evens out the dierences between the tree transducer models	
Due to lack of space all proofs are omitted in this paper	 They will be
part of the authors doctoral thesis and will also be presentedtogether with
other materialin a forthcoming paper	
 Basic notions
For k  N k denotes f     kg	 By X the powerset of a set X is denoted	
If l 
 a

   a
n
is a sequence we write li to denote a
i
 and if f is a mapping
yielding sequences fx i stands for fxi	 The length of sequences as
well as the cardinality of sets is denoted by jxj	 For mappings f and g the
composition rst f then g is g  f 	
We consider onesorted signatures  that is each operation symbol f  
has a rank rk

f   N	 For all k  N we let X
k

 fx

     x
k
g be a set of
pairwise distinct variables	 The set of terms over  and X
k
is denoted by
T

X
k
 where T


 T

	 For t  T

X
k
 the replacement of x

     x
k
with t

     t
k
 T

X
n
 is denoted by tt

     t
k
	 A algebra A is dened
as usual consisting of a domain D
A
and a mapping f
A
D
k
A
 D
A
for every
f   of rank k	 For technical reasons the operations f
A
are allowed to be
partial	 In the following we often speak of algebras A without mentioning
the signature  explicitly	 In this case T
A
X
k
 stands for T

X
k
	 If A is an
algebra the value val
A
t of a term t  T
A
X
k
 is dened as usual yielding
a kary partial mapping over D
A
	 In the following the notational distinction
between A and D
A
is dropped thus writing A for D
A
	
 Hypergraphs and hyperedge replacement
A labelled hypergraph where  is a signature is a tuple H 
 V
H
 E
H

att
H
 lab
H
 ext
H
 where V
H
is a nite set of nodes E
H
is a nite set of hyper

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edges att
H
E
H
 V

H
is the attachment assigning to every hyperedge its se
quence of attached nodes lab
H
E
H
  is the labelling giving each hyperedge
e  E
H
its label with jatt
H
ej 
 rk

lab
H
e    and ext
H
 V

H
is the se
quence of external nodes	 The indegree of a node v  V
H
is the number of hy
peredges e  E
H
with att
H
e jatt
H
ej 
 v  and its outdegree is the number
of pairs e i such that e  E
H
 i  jatt
H
ej and att
H
e i 
 v 	 So a hy
peredge points from att
H
e       att
H
e jatt
H
ej  to att
H
e jatt
H
ej	
Accordingly a directed path in H from v to v

v v

 V
H
 is a nonempty se
quence v

   v
n
 V

H
such that v


 v v
n

 v

 and for every i  n there
exists some hyperedge e  E
H
with v
i
 fatt
H
e       att
H
e jatt
H
ej 
 g and v
i

 att
H
e jatt
H
ej	 If for all v  V
H
the only directed path
from v to v is the sequence v of length  then H is called acyclic	
A sharingfree parjungle with k parameters over some signature  is
an acyclic labelled hypergraph J with jext
H
j 
 k   such that  every
node in V
J
has outdegree at most   every node v  V
J
has indegree  if
v  fext
J
      ext
J
kg and indegree  otherwise and  from every node
in V
J
there is a directed path in J leading to ext
J
k 	 Note that ext
J
k 
is the only node whose outdegree is  by  and the fact that parjungles are
acyclic	 In the following the attribute sharingfree will be omitted	 All parjun
gles considered are supposed to be sharingfree	 A jungle is a parjungle without
parameters	 For all sharingfree parjungles J with k parameters and all v  V
J
we let termJ  v 
 f termJ  v

     termJ  v
n
 where v

     v
n
 V
J
are such that there is a hyperedge e  E
J
with att
J
e 
 v

   v
n
v and
lab
J
e 
 f clearly this provides a unique denition of termJ  v	 Further
more we let termJ  
 termJ  ext
J
k   	
A kary hyperedgereplacement operation HR operation H



k
is given
by a hypergraph H and pairwise distinct hyperedges 

     
k
 E
H
called
the virtual hyperedges of H	 We assume in this case that lab
H

i
 
 
i
for
all i  k so 
i
is considered as a symbol of rank jatt
H

i
j  	 It is fur
thermore assumed that the 
i
do not occur in any signature considered	 If
H

    H
k
are hypergraphs with jatt
H

i
j 
 jext
H
i
j for i 
      k we let
H



k
H

    H
k
 be the hypergraph obtained from H by removing the vir
tual hyperedges adding H

    H
n
disjointly while their external nodes lose
this status and identifying att
H

i
 with ext
H
i
for all i  k	 An HR algebra
is an algebra over hypergraphs all of whose operations are HR operations	
 Tree transductions
We now recall the necessary denitions concerning tree transductions	 For
signatures  and 

a mapping   T

 T


 is called a tree transduction
denoted by   T

 T


	 If C is a class of tree transductions the elements of
C are called Ctransductions	 If A is a 

algebra we let 
A
t 
 val
A
 t
for all t  T

	 The composition 

   T

 T


of tree transductions
  T

 T


and   T


 T


is given by 

  t 

S
t

t


t

	 The
composition is extended to classes C C

of tree transductions as usual which
also yields the nfold composition C
n
of C with itself and C



S
nN
C
n
	

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Fig  Operations used to build a TDTGT transduction
A topdown tree transducer td  T

 T


is a term rewrite system with
rules of the form fx

     x
k
 t

x
i

     
n
x
i
n
 where  

     
n
are unary symbols not in   

called states f   and t  T


X
n
 for
some n  N	 A state 
	
called the initial one is distinguished	 The computed
topdown tree transduction td is given by tdt 
 ft

 T


j 

t

td
t

g
where 

td
is the term rewrite relation given by the rules	 A bottomup
tree transducer bu  T

 T


is a term rewrite system with rules of the
form f

x

     
k
x
k
 t where  

     
n
are states f   and
t  T


X
k
	 A set 
f
of nal states is distinguished	 The computed bottomup
tree transduction is given by but 
 ft

 T


j t

bu
t

 for some   
f
g
where 

bu
is the term rewrite relation given by the rules	 For more detailed
denitions of topdown and bottomup tree transducers see Engelfriet 	
The class of all topdown bottomup tree transductions is denoted by
TD BU  respectively the union of TD and BU is TB  and the class of all
transductions computed by linear bottomup tree transducers is denoted by
lBU 	 A bottomup tree transducer is linear if its rules are linear term rewrite
rules in the usual sense	
In contrast to the original denition by Engelfriet and Vogler  the tree
tographtotree transductions tgt transductions dened below cannot work
with sharing because we consider only sharingfree jungles	 Another dierence
is of a conceptual nature	 Whereas Engelfriet and Vogler dene tgt transduc
tions by an independent notion of tgt transducers every tree transduction
that yields terms in an HR algebra whose values are jungles gives rise to a tgt
transduction in our sense	
Let   T

 T
A
be a tree transduction where A is an HR algebra	 Then 
is said to compute a tgt transduction tgt

 T

 T


if 
A
t is a set of jungles
over 

for all t  T

	 Then we dene tgt

t 
 term
A
t for all t  T

	
If C is a class of tree transductions the class of all tgt transductions tgt

with
  C is denoted by CTGT 	 We mainly consider the class TB

TGT  here	
To illustrate the denition consider  
 f  	g and 


 f a bg
where  and  have rank  a and b have rank  and  	 and  are
constants	 Let H




 H





 H
a
 and H
b
given by the hypergraphs shown

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in Figure 	 Let td be the topdown tree transducer with states 
	
and
 where 
	
is the initial one and rules 
	
x

 x

H




x

 x


x

 x

H





x

 x

 H
a
 and 	H
b
	 Then if t 
T

has the form t 
 t

 t

 we get tgt
td
t 
 a
n
  b
m
	

In other
words tgt
td
separates s from 	s and puts them as as and bs into the
left or right subterm respectively of the output term	 A tree transduction
restructuring the input term in such a general sense cannot be computed by
a TB

transduction as one can easily see	
Let A and B be algebras and let C be a class of tree transductions	 A
partial function f A B is called Ctransducible if 
B

 f  val
A
	 We have
eective transducibility if one can eectively construct the required transduc
tions	 Notice that in the context of transducibility we speak of functions
between algebras not just between sets It makes no sense to say a function as
such that is without reference to the considered algebras was transducible
since this depends strongly on the considered algebras	
 The main result
From now on let S be an algebra forming a commutative semiring	 The
operations of S are the constants  and  and two binary operations  and 
providing addition and multiplication in S	 Addition and multiplication are
both assumed to be associative and commutative  is required to distribute
over  and we have   x 
  and   x 
   x 
 x	 A linear polynomial
in k variables where linear means linear in each variable is a kary mapping
pS
k
 S that can be dened as pr

     r
k
 

P
Z
k
cZ 
Q
iZ
r
i
 with
coecients cZ  S for Z 	 k	 Here
P
and
Q
have their usual meaning	
The main result states that if the codomain of the considered functions is
S then TB

TGT transducibility is the same as TB

transducibility	 For this
the following lemma due to Engelfriet and Vogler  turns out to be helpful	
Lemma  cf  Lemma 	
 Every TB

TGT transduction is of the
form tgt

for some   TB

 such that for all HR operations J



k
occurring
in the terms in the range of   J is a parjungle
It should be mentioned that Engelfriet and Vogler prove the result for
jungles with sharing	 It is easy to see however that the construction yields
the lemma above if  generates only jungles	
Intuitively if J



k
is an HR operation given by a parjungle J the virtual
hyperedges 

     
k
are place holders for partial subterms to be lled in	 If
we replace 
i
with a parjungle J
i
 this corresponds to a substitution of the
symbol 
i
in termJ  with the term J
i
represents	 Consequently one can
prove the following	
Lemma  Let J
	

 J



k
J

     J
k
 be a parjungle over some signature
 where J J

     J
k
are also parjungles and let 


   f

     
k
g Let
A be a algebra and dene B to be the 

algebra with the same domain as

As usual we identify a singleton set with its unique element

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A such that f
B

 f
A
for all f   and 
i
B

 val
A
 termJ
i
 for all i  k
Then val
A
 termJ

 
 val
B
 termJ 
Since the parjungles we deal with are sharingfree the represented terms
are linear	 It can thus be shown that in the case of semirings their values are
linear polynomials	 Hence Lemma 	 shows that we have to look at terms
whose symbols stand for linear polynomials in S	 If the interpretation of these
symbols is given by linear polynomials p

     p
n
the value of such a term is a
linear polynomial again	 The main lemma now states that each coecient of
this polynomial can be obtained from the coecients of p

     p
n
by applying
an operation given by some xed term in T
S
	 In order to make this precise
let us choose once and for all some order 


 


    on the nite subsets of N
such that f


     


kg 
 k for all k  N	
Lemma  Let  
 ff

     f
n
g with rk

f
i
 
 l
i
for all i  n and let
l 

P
k
i

l
i
 Let t  T

X
k
 be a linear term and let A be a algebra
such that f
i
A
is a linear polynomial with coecients given by c
i
 for all i 
n Then val
A
t is a linear polynomial and for all X 	 k there is a term
t
X
 T
S
X
l
 depending only on t such that the coecient cX of val
A
t is
val
S
t
X
c




     c




l

     c
k



     c
n



l
n

Based on Lemma 	 for every HR algebra A whose operations are parjun
gles we can construct a topdown tree transducer which computes for every
term t  T
A
such that J 
 val
A
t is a parjungle over the operations in S
the coecients of val
S
 termJ 	
Lemma  Let A be an HR algebra such that all operations in A are par
jungles Then there is a topdown tree transducer td satisfying the following
Let t  T
A
 where J 
 val
A
t is a parjungle with k parameters over the sig
nature of S Let p 
 val
S
 termJ  be the linear polynomial J denes with
coecients cX Then for all X 	 k we have Xt

td
t

for a unique term
t

 T
S
 where val
S
t

 
 cX 
Now for every TB

TGT transduction tgt

 T

 T
S
 if td is as in
Lemma 	 with initial state  and appropriately chosen algebra A we have
td   
S

 tgt


S
	 This yields the main result of the paper	
Theorem  Every TB

TGT transducible partial function f A  S is
TB

transducible
Using this result if the codomain is a semiring we may now exploit the
greater exibility of TB

TGT transductions in order to show that a given
function or a class of functions is TB

transducible	
 Some consequences
Probably the most interesting result for transducible relations that until now
has been discovered is the decidability of boundedness questions on context
free sets	 For a algebra A let us call a subset L of its domain Acontextfree
if there is a regular subset S of T

such that L 
 val
A
S 	 This is the

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general notion of contextfree sets which was introduced by Mezei and Wright
in 	 For HR algebras A the Acontextfree sets are called HR languages	
Denote by N
t
the algebra with domain N and binary operations t  and
 interpreted as maximum addition and multiplication of natural numbers
and the constants  and 	 Furthermore letN

beN
t
without t	 We have
the following decidability result which was rst proved by Habel Kreowski
and Vogler in  the formulation used here was given by Engelfriet in 	
Proposition  Engelfriet  Proposition 

Let f A  N
t
be an eectively TB

transducible partial function Then
one can decide for all Acontextfree sets L whether ffa j a  Lg is nite
To generalize Proposition 	 the following closure result is helpful	
Lemma  lBU  TB

TGT 
 TB


The proof of the lemma is not hard	 For bu  lBU and tgt

 TB

TGT
one constructs a topdown tree transducer td acting on the output terms of
  thereby modifying the jungle a term denes in order to obtain a jungle
dening the term bu would yield	 This works by guessing the states in which
the represented subterms would have been processed by bu thereby check
ing consistency and replacing the hyperedges in the generated jungle with
parjungles obtained from the righthand sides of the rules in bu	
Following Engelfriet  there is a simple linear bottomup tree transducer
bu  T
N
t
 T
N

such that niteness of a subset T 	 T
N
t
is retained
under bu	 SinceN

is a semiring Lemma 	 and Theorem 	 together yield
the following extension of Proposition 		
Theorem  Let f A  N
t
be an eectively TB

TGT transducible
partial function Then one can decide for all Acontextfree sets L whether
ffa j a  Lg is nite
Another consequence concerns the lBU

transducibility of partial functions
f A  S dened on socalled tree

graphs	 A tree

algebra is an edge
replacement algebra

each operation of which is either a constant consisting
of two distinct external nodes and one edge between them or is given by a
complete graph on n   nodes with arbitrary edge directions all of whose
nn   edges are virtual ones	 A tree

graph is a graph that can be
obtained as the value of a term in a tree

algebra	
If f A B is a partial function between algebras A and B and C is a third
algebra let us denote by f
C
C  B the partial function with f
C
c 
 fc
if c  A and f
C
c undened otherwise	 Furthermore let id
B
denote the
identity on the domain of an algebra B	 The following was proved in 	
Proposition  Theorem 	 in 
 For all HR algebras A and for all
tree

algebras B id
A
B
is TDTGT transducible

An edgereplacement algebra is an HR algebra A such that for all operations H



k
in
A and all e  E
H
including the virtual hyperedges	 we have jext
H
j 
 jatt
H
ej 
 
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Thus we get the results below by preceding the transduction computing
an lBU

transducible function f B  S with the one in Proposition 	 and
applying Lemma 	 and Theorem 		
Theorem  Let B be a tree

algebra and let f B  S be lBU

trans
ducible Then f
A
is TB

transducible for every HR algebra A
Corollary  Let B be a tree

algebra and let f B  N
t
be an eec
tively lBU

transducible partial function For all HR languages L one can
decide whether ffa j a  Lg is nite
Clearly a disadvantage of Theorem 	 and hence of Corollary 	 is
that it applies only to lBU

transducible functions and not to arbitrary TB

transducible ones	 On the other hand as soon as the class lBU

suces
the result is supposed to simplify proofs of transducibility a lot since tree

algebras have quite a simple structure	 In particular we only have to deal
with edge replacement instead of hyperedge replacement	 It would thus be
interesting to try and prove results like Proposition 	 also for other classes of
graphs in order to get corresponding versions of Theorem 	 and Corollary 		
Acknowledgement I am grateful to Renate KlempienHinrichs and to the
referees who gave helpful hints on the presentation of the work reported here	
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